Abstract. In order to improve the efficiency of product design and shorten the design cycle of product, the research progress in recent years is introduced. The basics of variant design such as the entities of topology, the equation's structure and the compression/decompression are analyzed. An algorithm, which can compress redundant parts, based on the conditions of algebraic equations completely is put forward. A variant design system of volumetric heat exchanger is designed by using VB and SolidWorks API (Application Programing Interface). The results show that the variant design system based on algebraic equations can be quickly and accurately modeled according to different process parameters, which can improve the efficiency of product design and shorten the design period.
Introduction
In 3D graphics, entity refers to all objects composed of visual graphics, such as point, line and surface elements, stretching, rotation and other elements, product components, with the topology relationship between various entities. The current mainstream design software of CAD (Computer Aided Design) to the present and the design of visual graphic, such as CATIA SolidWorks and Pro/e are using the way of topological entities. The variant design refers to the basic principle of the product does not change, only through specific parameters changing entities or different entities topological relation, and the rapid design of new products [1] [2] .
Qin chao ruan [3] ,Li fen liang [4] have studied the variant design based on parameters configuration, by giving some parameters multiple discrete values, establishing different parameters, Form different configurations of an entity. When the technological parameters are changed, selecting the corresponding configuration of physical parameters to change the parameters. However, the method can only assign discrete values to the entity parameters and parameter values can't be changed continuously. Chen qiang luo [5] of the variant design based on the two development of the way, mainly through the VB, C++ and other high-level programming language called 3D software driver software of API drawing, can achieve larger. But In this paper, based on the document [6] [7] , under the SolidWorks software environment, a topology entity compression algorithm is proposed, and the variant design based on topology entity compression is studied at the assembly level.
Solidworks orks variant design basis

Entity topology structure
The SolidWorks' entities topology structure in general as shown in Figure 1 , the S assembly contains a sub assembly S1 ,S2 and nesting child assembly S3, and the component P1, P2. The cooperation parts of components belongs to the two common parent file [8] , such as with the relationship between P1 and P2 which belong to S3, if P1 move up one level, and tied with S3,it will move to S1; if the P1 moved to S2, with the relationship will move to the top assembly S. 
Assembly equation structure
In SolidWorks assembly, the commonly used equation "Part2-1.Part"=IF("Diameter" <50,suppressed,unsuppressed)
In this paper, an algorithm for condition compression of topological entities is proposed. The components used in the previous stage are added to the assembly, and the constraints are set. The input condition is used to determine whether to compress or decompress of the entity.
Composition of heat exchanger
Volume type heat exchanger is a key product of the centralized water supply system, widely used [10] with the water storage capacity is large. Its shape as shown in 
Ellipsoidal head
The head of heat exchanger is usually ellipsoidal head, whose plane projection is elliptical, and the semi long 
The relation is expressed as follows in the SolidWorks algebraic equation: When the nominal diameter of the discharge pipe is equal to 32mm, the flange is decompress. Otherwise it has been in a compression state. Thus, the flange assembled with the discharge pipe will change accordingly with the change of the parameters of the sewage pipe.
Multiple conditional judgment
For parameters that vary in gradient according to global variables, the IIF function can be used to establish equations for handling multiple conditions, such as the height of the bearing and the nominal diameter, which correspond to the relation shown in Table 1 . 
